[The HLA system and its contribution to the genetics of rheumatic diseases].
The results of the study of histocompatibility antigens at loci A, B and Dr in patients with RA and SLE, and their first degree relatives are presented. HLA antigens B12. B18, B27, Dr2 and Dr4 were associated with RA. The antigens HLA A11, B7, B35, Dr2 and Dr3 were associated with SLE. The influence of HLA antigens on formation of clinical picture of RA and SLE was determined. Evaluation of interallelic and interloci antigens interaction in a relative risk of disease suggests that, in some cases, there is a "superdominance" effect. Some combinations of HLA antigens at loci B and Dr increase the disease risk for RA and SLE. Analysis of test-marker linkage to genes predisposed to RA and SLE provides no direct confirmation of the hypothesis of their location on the short arm of the sixth chromosome between loci B and Dr, though this possibility cannot be completely excluded.